Codonics Clarity® Viewer

Codonics Clarity Viewer features simple image navigation and selection, an intuitive user interface, quick viewer launch and rapid image loading.

- General DICOM image viewing includes full screen or mosaic mode with up to 16 x 16 images
- Window leveling, color LUTs, magnification, and measurement tools
- Windows printing via icon-based intuitive user interface
- English, French and Japanese user interface. Unicode display of characters including English, French, Flemish, Italian, German, Swiss, Malaysian*, Ukrainian, Spanish, Portuguese, and Danish
- Slice navigation, zoom, synchronization, and pan

* patient name only
** not intended for primary interpretation

For CT, MR, Ultrasound, PET**

Call Codonics today at +1-440-243-1198 or visit www.codonics.com for more information.